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From: Mail Alert
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 9:59:45 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


(1) remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


(2) replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


(3) remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


(4) place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


"Life is short, break the rules, forgive quickly, kiss slowly, love truly, laugh uncontrollably,
and never regret anything that made you smile. Twenty years from now you will be more
disappointed by the things you didn't do than by the ones you did. So throw off the bowlines.
Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream.
Discover."
Mark Twain



mailto:jahsas331@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Karen Bailey
To: Contact OGE
Cc: karenb1038@gmail.com
Subject: Legal Expense Fund Regualation
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:25:07 AM
Attachments: image.png


Sent from my iPad



mailto:karenb1038@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:karenb1038@gmail.com








From: Elizabeth Butler
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:09:47 AM


I can only assume your end goal is to encourage government corruption and law breaking. I mean, with rules like
this, I could deliberately break the law, fund raise like crazy, and then give my donors everything they wanted.


This is also a great way around any kind of campaign finance law.


Please vote out this loop hole. We need more ethical people in government, not less.


Sincerely,


Elizabeth Butler



mailto:elizabeth_h_butler@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Julie Knott
To: Contact OGE
Subject: OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation comments
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:23:45 AM
Attachments: image.png


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:jj.knott@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov








From: Kristi Klipka
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:05:52 AM


To Whom It May Concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place
nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


 Sincerely,
Kristin Klipka 



mailto:kklipka@comcast.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Erika O"Dowd
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:55:55 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device
Get Outlook for Android



mailto:eaodowd@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

https://aka.ms/AAb9ysg






From: Kathryn Pope
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:12:20 AM


To the Office of Government Ethics:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.


Sincerely,
Kathryn Pope



mailto:kathryn.pope@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Sally Nichols
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:18:25 AM


 I OPPOSE OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation OPTIONAL!!!


Sally Nichols



mailto:sallynichols@outlook.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Michael Kellar
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:06:26 AM


To Those Concerned:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


- Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and;


- Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


We've seen the detrimental effects  'optional' compliance with ethics rules caused every day
under the Trump Administration.   America deserves better.


Mike Kellar



mailto:michael.a.kellar@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Rob Easley
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:27:32 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Government ethics should never be optional.  


Respectfully,


Robert Easley



mailto:robeasley1@aol.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Sanaz
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:35:49 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harrasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with larger law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely, 
Sanaz Asgharzadeh



mailto:sanazy@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Tim Parrott
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:47:00 AM


To Whom It May Concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Tim Parrott
3048 Glenbrook St.
Carlsbad, CA 92010



mailto:tim.parrott@rocketmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Samuel Weintraub
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:17:24 AM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


 OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your time. 


Samuel W



mailto:samw613@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Carole Howard Lee
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:02:51 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE must remove the exception that makes
compliance with the regulation optional. In addition, replace the short recusal period from one year to at least five
years to prevent cash donors from unduly influencing policies and decisions in which they have vested interests.
Finally, allow charities and non-profits to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers


Thank you.
Carol Howard Lee
Boise, ID


Sent from my iPad



mailto:iampuxico@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Mary Geraci Levesque
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:06:08 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
* remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
* replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
* remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
* place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Mary Geraci Levesque
Santa Fe, New Mexico



mailto:mary94523@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Dan Barry
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:17:58 AM


Dear OGE Staff,


as I read about this proposal I thought it was a joke.  Or perhaps a rough draft of the next
season of Stranger Things where the upside down world comes to life.  Upon further reading
however I see it is just another twisted corrupt move by God knows who as a lobbyist(s) to
further corrupt due process.  Enough; it is time for you to put the Trump years behind us,
develop transparency, and be a representative government of the people, by the people, and for
the people.  (Lincoln is rolling in his grave over this kind of abuse).  These proposals wreak of
the stench that big monied interests have brought.  Do something decent and make ethics
count.  This does the opposite. 


I am dismayed at several of the proposed legal expense fund regulations in their current draft
form. Let me be even more clear, I am opposed to this draft because of the following
provisions and how it must be improved prior to being adopted.


1) Remove the example of involving an accused sexual harasser.
2) Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal basis with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
3) Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or or the industries in which they have substantial interests.
4) Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.


Dan Barry
Madison, WI



mailto:dansbarry@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Stephanie
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:42:51 AM


Here's that comment in the body of several texts:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Stephanie


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:sawilkins24@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Rhonda Kelley
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:09:32 AM
Attachments: 68EF59E7-3DA8-452A-9820-1464854A8CE0.png


Rhonda Kelley



mailto:rhonda.kelley13@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov








From: Ellen Buckwalter
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:06:36 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:buckwalter2012@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Steven Lestition
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:06:18 AM


Dear rule-makers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes
that will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top
officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Steven Lestition
Lawrenceville, NJ



mailto:steveles70p@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: JG Prats
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:05:31 AM


l oppose OGE's proposed legal
expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that
makes compliance with the
regulation optional:


-replace the proposed recusal
requirement with a broader 5-
year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts
from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations
affecting them or the
industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive
example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities
(501(c)(3) organizations) on
an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


Thank you!


Judith Gatton Prats


 judithgprats@gmail.com



mailto:judithgprats@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Kasey Heintz
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulations (RIN-3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:31:02 AM
Attachments: ATT00001.txt



mailto:kimsuesmom@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov





Sent from my iPad







From: Dave Pyman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:30:29 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulations as drafted. OGE should:


remove exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests
remove the offensive example involving and accused sexual harasser 
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them hire legal counsel for whistleblowers 


Sincerely,
David M Pyman
david.pyman@gmail.com



mailto:david.pyman@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: cm piazza
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:50:21 AM


To Whom it May Concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. I’m particularly appalled
that ethics are optional in the draft. 


OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


These changes will create a more fair and transparent process. 


Thank you,
Camille Piazza


-- 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
"The cinema is truth 24 frames per second"
                                           -Jean-Luc Godard
"Experience is simply the name we give our Mistakes."
                                          - Oscar Wilde
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&



mailto:oohlalatigre@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Chris Harvey
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:48:44 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser: and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Chris Harvey



mailto:chrisharvey@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Mark Oliver
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:20:24 AM


Regarding Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 
OGE should instead do the following:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers
Sincerely,
Mark Oliver 
Atlanta, GA 30340



mailto:molivermc@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Stacy Stateham
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:35:45 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:stacystateham@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Sally Thomas
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:33:13 AM


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies,
or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Sarah Thomas 


Sent from my iPad



mailto:seacknit@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Karen Forte
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:38:20 AM


Dear OGE,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-
year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts
from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal
counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Karen Forte


Virus-free. www.avast.com



mailto:karen.forte@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Leonardo Sanabria
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:09:24 AM


To whom this may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Ethics should not be optional in government, we can do better than that.


Thank you,
-- 
Leonardo



mailto:sanabriale@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: J Burgess
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:05:33 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
Jane Burgess



mailto:mmesenora1@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Greg Ballard
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:20:26 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement 
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations 
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law 
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


V/R


Greg Ballard



mailto:gregbballard@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jacob Callahan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:24:47 AM
Attachments: image.png


Sent from J. Callahan's iPad



mailto:earthtojake@gmx.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov








From: Suzanne
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:16:12 AM


Thank you,
Suzanne Pearson
749 Westlawn Drive 
Cottage Grove, WI 53527



mailto:pearson.suzanne@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Mary Ann Toman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:31:08 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;- replace the proposed recusal
requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3)
organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


Mary Ann Toman
NY, NY 10003



mailto:m.a.toman@att.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Margaret Storey
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Comment on Proposed Legal Expense Fund Regulation
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:11:41 AM


To Whom It May Concern:
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted.
 
OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel
for whistleblowers.
 
Thank you,
Margaret Storey, Evanston, Illinois
 
 
 



mailto:margaret.m.storey@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Deborah Fellows
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:32:14 AM
Attachments: image.png


Deborah Fellows



mailto:fello062@umn.edu
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From: G Smith
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:03:37 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1.remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional;
2.replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
3.remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
and
4.place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing
with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.
In peace,
Gloria Smith 
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From: Julie Knott
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:28:21 AM
Attachments: ATT00001.txt
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Sent from my iPhone







From: Lauren Ashley
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:04:06 AM


I object to the OGE proposed legal expense fund as drafted.


I am 73 years old and find that I am ashamed of my country and the people who
continue to try and hide the bad and lawless things they do.  #NoOneIsAboveTheLaw
"I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or
regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests; " 


Lauren Ashley 


"Wherever there is a human being, there is an opportunity for kindness"  Seneca



mailto:nhgreenlife@gmail.com
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From: Kerry
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:23:47 AM
Attachments: image.png
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Sent from my iPhone







From: Steven Lestition
To: Contact OGE
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:04:53 AM


Dear rule-makers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes
that will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top
officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Steven Lestition
Lawrenceville, NJ



mailto:steveles70p@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: kelly olmstead
To: Contact OGE
Subject: IMPORTANT Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:05:06 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: *remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; *replace the proposed recusal
requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they
have substantial interests; *remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and *place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.


Kelly Olmstead



mailto:kellymichelleolmstead@gmail.com
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From: Fred Schoenbrunn
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:38:45 AM


Regards, Fred Schoenbrunn


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the exception
that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit charities
(501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel
for whistleblowers.



mailto:weekendalpinist@yahoo.com
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From: Michael Craig Jr
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:03:31 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


• remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
• replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
• remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
• place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


MIchael Craig



mailto:michaelocraigjr@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Weaverbird
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:48:40 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 
OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
GB



mailto:weaverbird@fastmail.com
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From: Sher Fox
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:54:42 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sher Fox
Citizen
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From: Valentine Latham
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:26:58 AM


Hello,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.



mailto:valentinelatham@gmail.com
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From: Ronni Tichenor
To: Contact OGE
Subject: PROPOSED RULE: legal expense fund regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:25:57 AM
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Sent from my iPhone







From: Ellen Eckert
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:15:04 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulations optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:eckertee@gmail.com
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From: Sarah Polich
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:50:33 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Sarah Polich
4421 N Whipple St
Chicago, IL 60625



mailto:sarahpolich@hotmail.com
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From: Karin Wiberg
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:13:59 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement 
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations 
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law 
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


The OGE's job is to develop and uphold ethics standards. Please do so diligently.


Karin Wiberg
Raleigh, NC



mailto:kswiberg@yahoo.com
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From: Jamie O
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:06:00 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Please do something to thwart corruption instead of encourage it.


Jamie Opperlee
Pompano Beach Fl.


 Think Green! 
Please don't print this email unless it's absolutely necessary!



mailto:jamieseviltwin@yahoo.com
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From: Betty McNiel
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:07:10 AM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,
 
I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  It is
disappointing in many regards, including that compliance is optional!  For pete’s sake, what were the
drafters of this rule thinking?!  It is disappointingly weak and loophole ridden.  BUT it can be fixed,
so….
 
OGE should:
 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will
allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please
rewrite this rule and make it better!
 
Thank you.
 
Sincerely,
Betty McNiel
Bellevue WA 98006
 
 



mailto:betty.mcniel@outlook.com
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From: Patricia Davatolhagh
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed rule: legal expense fund regulation(RIN3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:09:21 AM
Attachments: image.png


Sent from my iPhone
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From: L
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:33:41 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors
of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which
they have substantial interests; 


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:squeezin_um@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Ami Fleischman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:30:15 AM


I am writing to oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
 
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I am urging you say no to optional government ethics. If we’re ever going to root out
corruption and hold our government accountable for unethical practices, it won’t happen by
giving them the ability to opt out. No part of ethics should be optional. 


I'm disgusted that this is even being considered. I'm a Registered Nurse, could you imagine if
any part of my or a physicians responsibility to you as a patient was optional? America
deserves better than this. 


Sincerely


I. A. Fleischman
 



mailto:addflower@gmail.com
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From: STEVEN KNOTT
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:41:42 AM
Attachments: image.png
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Greetings,


Comments in attachment as well if that is convenient for you.


Your Obedient Servant,
SKnott
Steven Knott
703-362-2908 (cell and home)
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From: Amy Levering
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:13:07 AM


To whom it may concern:


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE
should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests; 
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing
with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers


After all the violations we have seen and those we have not seen, it is
ridiculous and unethical to offer compliance as an option and prone to
encourage more unethical behavior.


Regards,
Amy K. Levering


-- 



mailto:amy@levering.com
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From: Mark Perry
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:29:11 AM
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Sent from Mark Perry’s  iPhone







From: Sue Moreth Wilson
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:23:33 AM


I am dismayed at several of the proposed legal expense fund regulations in their current draft
form. Let me be even more clear, I am opposed to this draft because of the following
provisions and how it must be improved prior to being adopted.


1) Remove the example of involving an accused sexual harasser.
2) Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal basis with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
3) Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or or the industries in which they have substantial interests.
4) Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.


Sue Wilson



mailto:sdwils@gmail.com
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From: Linda Keuntje
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:39:14 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. It clearly does not align
with Biden Administration's focus on addressing corruption both at home and abroad. OGE
should:


-reduce the clear and present opportunity for corruption by removing the exception that makes
compliance with the regulation optional;


-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests. This is in line with similar administration policies
on conflicts of interest and threats to relationships, as imposed on Returned Peace Corps Volunteers
seeking jobs after their service, for example;


-remove the deeply offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


-place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Linda Keuntje



mailto:keuntje.linda@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Mary Alonso
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:28:15 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Respectfully yours,
Mary Alonso
Kennesaw, Ga



mailto:ldbg64@bellsouth.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Lee Affel
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:04:34 AM
Attachments: image0.png


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Peter Kirby
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:13:02 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests:
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you. 
Peter Kirby 
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From: Mark & Keri
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:24:02 AM
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Sent from my iPhone







From: Dianne Sue Player
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:16:58 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I would sincerely like to know who drafted your expense fund regulation and who was it specifically drafted for. It
is time that our government work to protect all the citizenry, not just a favored few.


Dianne Sue Player
 PO Box 2
Fountain Green UT 84632



mailto:rodandrelic@gmail.com
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From: jessiezimmerman@yahoo.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:39:19 AM


Rev. Jessie Zimmerman
"When I give food to the poor, they call me a saint. When I ask why they are poor, they call me a communist."
Brazilian Bishop Dom Hélder Câmara 
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From: Michele Reilly
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Opposition to proposed legal expense fund
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:30:05 AM
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Sent from my iPhone







From: Linda Jordan Platt
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:02:36 AM


Sent from iCloud


As the Office of Government Ethics, your job is to "prevent financial conflicts of interest to 
help ensure government decisions are made free from personal financial bias" (Our Mission, 
Role and History.) The OGE legal expense fund regulation falls short of your stated mission.


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for considering my objection to this proposed rule and the suggested remedies.


Linda Jordan Platt, Ph.D.
Pittsburgh



mailto:lindaplatt@me.com
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From: KIM WHITE
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:08:42 AM


To Whom It May Concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Kimberly White



mailto:kwhite4543@msn.com
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From: Thomas Fisher-York
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:10:52 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


What the hell is the point of a regulation which is optional? 


Sincerely,
Thomas L Fisher-York



mailto:tly2@cornell.edu
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From: Jaime Pasieniuk
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:03:48 AM
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 Sincerely 
Jaime Pasieniuk

Sent from my iPhone







From: Mike Henry
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:43:59 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE
should:
-remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5 year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests
-remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harraser
-place nonprofit charities (501(c) (3) organizations) on an equal fotting with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers



mailto:heymikehenry@gmail.com
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From: Christina Blust
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:01:38 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Christina Blust
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From: Sue McManus
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:09:58 AM


    I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


        remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
        replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
        remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
        place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sue McManus 
Sozabelle@gmail.com 
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From: Scott Roby
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:30:23 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: -
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies,
or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 



mailto:scott.roby@gmail.com
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From: Ray Patterson
To: Contact OGE
Subject: “Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:28:17 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:raypatterson@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Alison Kelly
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:43:13 AM


I thank Walter Shaub for bringing this issue to my attention and appreciate that he still 
has an interest in the state of ethics in US government.


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - 
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement 
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations 
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place 
nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms 
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your attention.
Alison Kelly



mailto:alison.s.kelly15@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: msugerman@me.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:13:32 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 
OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:msugerman@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: SIDNEY SCHWARTZ
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:02:40 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


(1) remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


(2) replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


(3) remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


(4) place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


From a concerned citizen,
S. Schwartz



mailto:sidsnyschw@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Barbara Salzman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:53:30 AM
Attachments: image.png
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From: Karen Weaver
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:15:06 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the


regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-


year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts


from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting


them or the industries in which they have substantial


interests;


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual


harasser; and


place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an


equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire


legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Please get this done now.
Karen Weaver 
Philadelphia, PA



mailto:drkarenweaver@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jennifer Stangel
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:52:31 AM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Jennifer Stangel
Milwaukie, Oregon



mailto:jburchell7@msn.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Sherry Ash-Rabith
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:13:36 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely


Sherry Ash-Rabith
Washington DC


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:sarabith@att.net
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From: Marie Angell
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:53:17 AM


To reduce risk or appearance of corruption, I strenuously oppose OGE’s proposed legal
expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


We must not let those in positions of great responsibility abuse power by intimidating
witnesses or allowing undue influence from those with money. 


I reiterate, please do DO NOT enact this rule. 


Thank you. 


Marie Angell
mhangell@gmail.com
832-721-4596



mailto:mhangell@gmail.com
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From: M Goliber
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:09:46 AM
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From: Gene Phillips
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:32:31 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:gene_phillips@mail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jim Vincent
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:13:43 AM


Hello, 


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


James Vincent



mailto:ulfhirtha1@aol.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: E Leznek
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:45:22 AM


Hello,


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:
-Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
-Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
-Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
-Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) to an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Jim Brucker



mailto:leznek@hotmail.com
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From: Rob Rosenberg
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:56:49 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Robert Rosenberg
Harrisburg, PA



mailto:robert.rosenberg@seegreat.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: smmaertens
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:16:54 AM


Hello,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your consideration.


Sean Maertens


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone



mailto:smmaertens@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Matt O"Brien
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:22:21 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:tamerbinto@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Karen Metz
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:10:10 AM
Attachments: image.png
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Karen Metz
7338 Rosewood Drive
Prairie Village, KS 66208







From: Pamela Goloskie
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:47:09 AM


This should not be OPTIONAL! Please make it mandatory. Government corruption is making
people lose faith in the entire government.


Increase the recusal period from 1 year to 5 years. 


Please work to make the government FOR THE PEOPLE. 


Pamela Goloskie
201 Thorndike Street
Lowell, MA 01852. 



mailto:pgoloskie@gmail.com
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From: Manfred D. Zorn
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:36:49 AM


 To whom it may concern!


I strongly oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Dr. Manfred Zorn


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:mdzorn@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Patti Clements
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:09:15 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you in advance for your consideration.


Patti Clements
Sent from my iPhone



mailto:clements_patti@yahoo.com
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From: Nancy Williams Painter
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation(RIN3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:52:53 AM


Dear Sirs/Madams.
I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense regulation as drafted. Making compliance
optional and voluntary is a cynical dereliction of your duty.
It should be applied without exception and for a period of 5 years
Sincerely,
Nancy Williams Painter



mailto:nancy@hempfortex.com
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From: Jennifer Edwards
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:55:55 AM


To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to oppose the proposed legal expense fund regulation as it is currently written.  Compliance
with the regulation cannot be optional!  Also, please allow nonprofit charities to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.  Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader requirement of at least five
years that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing regulations, policies or decisions affecting them
or the industries in which they have a substantial interest.  Also, remove the offensive example of a senior
military official being able to raise funds to fight accusations of sexual harassment.  
Thank you for accepting my comments.


Jennifer M. Edwards
Albuquerque, NM



mailto:jennmedwards@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: tara holt
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:04:42 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with
the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a
broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on
an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Tell OGE to say no to optional government ethics. If we’re ever going to root out
corruption and hold those in power accountable for unethical practices, it won’t
happen by giving them the ability to opt out.


Get Outlook for Android



mailto:cldctara@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: Jennifer Stevenson
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:32:40 AM


I’m writing to oppose the OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


Instead, the OGE needs to: - remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I appreciate your attention to this matter.


Jennifer Stevenson



mailto:nwgirl70@gmail.com
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From: alysanchez@netscape.net
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:42:20 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation in its current form. It should not be optional for
elected officials to follow ethics rules that prevent significant areas of potential corruption and grift.
"Sunshine" and opt-in are not adequate disinfectants or guardrails for protecting the public trust and
public funds. The person with the potential conflict should not be the arbiter of whether they should
recuse. There should not continue to be an option for a 523 legal defense fund to be used to bully and
financially pressure potential witnesses. Any official receiving benefit from such a fund should not be able
to simultaneously work on legislation benefiting those donors and only recuse for a year. OGE should:
 
- Make compliance with the regulation required;
- Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
- Unless you are actually going to prevent the practice--remove the offensive example involving an
accused sexual harasser, as it stands as a threat unless the regulation actually prevents the practice; and
- Allowing nonprofit charities 501(c)(3) organizations to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers-the tax
classification designating organizations as working in the public interest should not be excluded from
helping enforce the language and intent of established whistleblower protections.  


The last administration showed and exploited the cracks in federal ethics regulations, places
where "norms" were the only line, places where weak regulations could be leveraged or simply
ignored. When cracks in a foundation are shown to exist, the job is to fix it. In any company I've worked
on, on any board I've served on, within any association I've been a member of -- that is what is expected:
fix the problems, restore the trust. 


Thank you,
Aly Sanchez
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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From: Robert Pierce
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:04:13 AM


To whom it may concern:


I strongly oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Ethics should be compulsory, proactive, and asymptotic. 


Sincerely,
Robert Pierce



mailto:piercetheplanet@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Aimee Kemp
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:28:52 AM
Attachments: AB104747-815A-4D3D-B710-349B8D024E7C.png


Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From: Joyce Ceconi
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:10:50 AM
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Sincerely,
Joyce Ceconi



Joyce Ceconi iphone
703-407-8060
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From: Therese Newton
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:55:20 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:rofey333@msn.com
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From: David Riecks
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:34:48 AM


Dear OGE:


Government ethics compliance should not be "optional"!


I oppose the OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your consideration. 


Yours,


David
-- 
David Riecks  (that's "i" before "e", but the "e" is silent)



mailto:david@riecks.com
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From: jjones sagemc.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:18:17 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:
 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional;
 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and
 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel
for whistleblowers.
 
Sincerely,
 
James M Jones



mailto:jjones@sagemc.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Sandra Crowley
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:17:00 AM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests; remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Respectfully,
Sandra Crowley


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:smjcrowley@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: sozabelle@aol.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:19:20 AM


    I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


        remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
        replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
        remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
        place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:sozabelle@aol.com
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From: whittallconnie@yahoo.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Expense Fund Reg (RIN 3209-AA50
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:12:55 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely, 


Connie Whittall



mailto:whittallconnie@yahoo.com
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From: Ken Thomas
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:33:42 AM


To sum it may concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Kind regards
Ken Thomas



mailto:kenthomas22@icloud.com
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From: Lynda Mc
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:05:54 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should: - remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely, 
Lynda McGarry 



mailto:lyndamc2396@gmail.com
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From: Elizabeth Musso
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:49:39 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


In summary, I request that the rules be strengthened rather than made optional, thus weakening them.


Thank you for your time.


Elizabeth Musso



mailto:elizabethmusso3@gmail.com
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From: Lilly Edwards
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:41:09 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Lilly Edwards 



mailto:lkedwards23@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Tim Schaefer
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:10:19 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Tim Schaefer
Santa Rosa CA USA



mailto:htcrazy@hotmail.com
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From: Carol Moore
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:07:04 AM


Corruption threatens to destroy American democracy. We must strengthen ethics rules and enforce them vigorously.
For that reason, I oppose the current draft of OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation. As written, this
regulation lacks both substance and effect.


To strengthen the draft regulation, OGE should:


- make compliance MANDATORY and remove any exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- lengthen the period of required recusal to at least 5 years and prevent donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- permit nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Carol Moore



mailto:carol_m_moore@yahoo.com
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From: Michael Attili
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:07:09 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
    Michael Attili
    5 Heath Brook Rd.
    Merrimac, MA 01860
    attili@amaxo.com



mailto:attili@amaxo.com
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From: Gary & Terri
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:18:35 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your attention


Terri Bacon, Concerned Voter



mailto:baconfamily@gmail.com
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From: Pam Bass
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:08:53 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE
should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing
with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Pamela Bass
6508 181st St SW
Lynnwood, Wa 98037



mailto:bassfam6@gmail.com
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From: Barb
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 9:59:48 AM
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From: Mary Garvin
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:02:56 AM


I oppose the above reference proposed rule, as written. As a former federal employee, ethics rules should be
mandatory.


Specifically, I recommend the following changes be made.
  Remove the exception that makes compliance w the regulation optional.
  Replace the proposed recusal requirement w a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts
from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests.
  Remove the example involving an accused sexual harasser. It is offensive and wholly inappropriate, particularly in
the context it is used.
  Place non-profit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on this very important regulation.


Mary C. Garvin
Richmond, VA


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:mccgarvin@gmail.com
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From: Chrystal O"Hanlon
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 9:59:41 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Chrystal O'Hanlon
Excelsior MN



mailto:xtal.ohanlon@gmail.com
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From: Zusiqu
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:52:46 AM


My name is Susan Kozell, I live in Texas, and I vote!


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


“If you don’t have a seat at the table, you’re probably on the menu." ~  Elizabeth
Warren (2014)



mailto:zusiqu@yahoo.com
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From: Hillary Hersh
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:46:16 AM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that
will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top
officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Thanks.


 Hillary Hersh



mailto:hersh.hillary@gmail.com
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From: JP Daemen
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:46:50 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


Jean-Paul Daemen



mailto:jpdaemen@gmail.com
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From: John J
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:27:30 AM
Attachments: image.png
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From: David Gabriel
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:05:41 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


Trust in government is essential.  This proposed rule undermines this trust.


David Gabriel


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:davemaura@gmail.com
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From: Brad Mortensen
To: Contact OGE
Cc: bradmortensen@yahoo.com
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:33:35 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Brad Mortensen
Bradmortensen@yahoo.com
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From: D’Alene White
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Defense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:35:01 AM
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Sincerely, 
D'Alene White
Lincoln City, OR









From: John Bright
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:15:53 AM


You have undoubtedly seen the language below before. Please do not think for that reason that
it is unconsidered. On the contrary, it is simply the most appropriate response to the problems
with this proposed rule. 


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:bright.mountain@gmail.com
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From: Donna Emerson
To: Contact OGE
Subject: “Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:43:12 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE


should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


While the above content wording specific was obviously suggested by
POGO, I ENTHUSIASTICALLY support every word & it's intent!  Given the
precarious state of our democracy- having been shaken to the core by our
previous administration - we need to strengthen ethics rules at every
juncture, and in doing so, not WEAKEN them as gaps in this proposed
rule may allow.
Sincerely,
Donna Emerson



mailto:djequeen@gmail.com
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From: Lori Garceau
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:31:58 AM
Attachments: image.png
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From: Lori Kaspar
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:09:21 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should - 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader five-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I support the fight against corruption.


-- 


Lori J. Kaspar Law, PC
1307 West Pearl Street
Granbury, Texas 76048
682-205-3679 (office)
817-952-1529 (office cell)
817-435-8234 (fax)
LoriK@lorikasparlaw.com
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From: Jeremy Hansford
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:03:24 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
 - remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Regards,
Jeremy Hansford 



mailto:jjhansford@gmail.com
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From: John Lithgow
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:28:45 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


•remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional;
•replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
•remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
•place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing
with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


John Lithgow



mailto:john.lithgow@gmail.com
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From: Luke Justice
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:21:57 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers


-- 


Luke Justice
312-343-1992
lukelynkjustice@gmail.com
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From: Kelly Conover
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:07:56 AM


Dear Office of Government Ethics,


I am citizen and regular voter. I have also spent time abroad, and I am appalled that you are
not holding US officials to higher ethics standards!


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


It's sad that we cannot simply count on people to do the right thing, but here we are. 


Thank you!
Kelly Zavandro 
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From: Renee Wolf
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:16:36 AM


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


The fact that as a citizen, I have to even tell you this is ridiculous. A law isn’t a law if you
make it optional. This is just one of a million reasons why all areas of government are losing
the public’s trust. “Rules for thee, but not for me” seems to be the operating agenda. Please
address this as requested above.


Renee C. Ham
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From: Nancy Conley
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:21:26 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with
the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a
broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on
an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Nancy Conley 
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From: Trevor Blom
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:45:42 AM


Hello,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


Trevor 
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From: Alexander Joy
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:24:51 AM


Dear Office of Government Ethics,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1) Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.


2) Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests.


3) Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


All the best,


Alexander Joy
Member, Merrimack NH Ethics Committee
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From: Jodi Thomas
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:36:09 AM
Attachments: FVT9cfNXEAAZdwO.png
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From: Nancy Barry
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:43:46 AM


Good Morning,


I am dismayed at several of the proposed legal expense fund regulations in their current draft
form. Let me be even more clear, I am opposed to this draft because of the following
provisions and how it must be improved prior to being adopted.


1) Remove the example of involving an accused sexual harasser.
2) Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal basis with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
3) Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or or the industries in which they have substantial interests.
4) Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.


Thank you,


Nancy Barry
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From: Jackie Warner
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:50:39 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;- remove the offensive example
involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Jackie Warner 


Sent from the all new AOL app for Android



mailto:jackiew.home@verizon.net
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From: jill4house@gmail.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:52:06 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE
should:


·      remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional;


·      replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;


·      remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
and


·      place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing
with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


Just say NO to optional government ethics!
 
Thank you
 
J. Butler
P.O. Box 32
Kosciusko, MS 39090
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From: Matt OBrien
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:23:05 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
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From: Barbara Morrison
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:01:18 AM


 Good morning, 


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your time.


Barbara Morrison
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From: Paige
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:44:29 AM


Dear Sir/Madam of the OGE,
I object to OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
Please see the reasons for my objections as well as my suggestions:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your time,
Paige Saunders
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From: Kim Carpenter
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:58:48 AM


ETHICS RULES SHOULD NOT BE OPTIONAL.


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-
year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts
from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal
counsel for whistleblowers.


Kim Carpenter
kimcarpenter@verizon.net
https://www.flickr.com/photos/kim_carpenter_nj/
https://kimcarpenterphotos.smugmug.com/
908-568-1169
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From: D’Alene White
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Defense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:35:15 AM
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Sincerely, 
D'Alene White
Lincoln City, OR









From: Aaron Hansen
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:07:23 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.


Aaron Hansen



mailto:ahansen8@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Nikki Stone
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:12:35 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:nikkistone@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: C Javes
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:06:19 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Carol Javes



mailto:cjav2200@msn.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Sara Austin
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:00:05 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sara Elizabeth Austin-Jung



mailto:austinsarae@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Kristin Gilchrist
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:14:06 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Kristin Gilchrist
Sent from my iPhone



mailto:kgilchrist6@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: librarysurplus@yahoo.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:08:04 AM


I am writing to oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your attention to this matter.


Sincerely,
Lisa Rabin


Sent via smartphone, please excuse any typos.



mailto:librarysurplus@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: M Shawn Jaquiss
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:09:59 AM


Dear Sir or Madam:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and,
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your time.


Most sincerely,


M. Shawn Jaquiss
msjaquiss@me.com



mailto:msjaquiss@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Alan Page
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:43:54 AM


To whom it may concern at OGE,


I oppose the Legal Expense Fund Regulation in the current draft state.


I don't believe that compliance with the new regulation should be optional, and the recusal
period of one year is far too short. The recusal should be for four or more years.


Best regards,


Alan Page
14 Main St.
Newtown, CT  06470



mailto:alandouglaspage@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Gina Breci
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed rule: legal expense fund regulation rin 3209-aa50
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:19:45 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional 
- make recusal period at least 5 years. 


Thank you,  
Gina Breci 
8911 Ironwood Ave S, Cottage Grove, MN 55016



mailto:gbreci@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: julia h west
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:51:44 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Julia H West
Berwyn, PA 19312


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:juliahwest@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: jeanh1969@yahoo.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:29:33 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


We clearly need MORE, not the SAME and not LESS, transparency.  We would like to believe that our elected
officials would do the right thing, but history, particularly very recent history, shows us we cannot.  OGE is
supposed to be part of the solution.  Please recommit yourselves to the American people, and strengthen ethics
regulations. 



mailto:jeanh1969@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: D’Alene White
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Defense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:34:29 AM
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Sincerely, 
D'Alene White
Lincoln City, OR









From: Holly Wright
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:39:41 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. It sends the
message that ethics do not matter. OGE should:


1.remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional…this is an appalling addition and invites ongoing corruption to
continue;
2.replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests…Americans are tired of pay to play,
and the outsized and corrupting influence that corporations and oligarchs
have in this country;
3.remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser…
yuck, really?; and
4.place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing
with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers. Stop supporting corporate wants over the rights of
private citizens. Whistleblowers need to be able to protect themselves
from bottomless bags of money.


Holly Wright
San Diego, CA, 92104



mailto:hollyjswright@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Roberto Sanchez
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:51:44 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors
of cash gifts from influencing deductions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which
they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your attention.


Roberto Sanchez Maya



mailto:rsny99@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Ruth Irwin
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:14:39 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:irwin.ruth@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: MIGUELA S FRY
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:13:49 AM
Attachments: image.png
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From: Kathleen Schultz
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:24:33 AM


I oppose this rule because ethics should never be optional, especially in government. The
corruption of the former administration must never be codified.


Kathleen M Schultz, Citizen
Portland, Oregon



mailto:kmschultz68@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Joan E. Conger
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:07:21 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Joan E Conger
Georgia 
-- 
Sent from my Gmail Mobile iPad



mailto:joaneconger@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: bat masterson
To: Contact OGE
Subject: “Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:04:13 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.  



mailto:mat3737@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Catherine Sickle
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:04:47 AM
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From: Andrew Deitchman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:07:28 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Andrew Deitchman



mailto:andrew.deitchman@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Rebecca Runkles
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:59:42 AM


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you in advance for your attention to this important matter.
 
 Becky Runkles



mailto:rrunkles@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Lisa Larsen
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:00:22 AM
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Lisa Larsen 
Sent from my iPhone



mailto:tanktank07@gmail.com
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From: Suzanne Ament
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:44:05 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


Suzanne Ament



mailto:srament@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Ken Brucker
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:25:11 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. An optional measure will be ineffective in
driving the desired ethical behavior. Ethical behavior should not be optional.


OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;


and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Kenneth Brucker
1765 Burbury Way
San Marcos, CA 92078



mailto:Ken@pumastudios.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Josh Black
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:39:34 AM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thanks,
Josh Black



mailto:joshtheblack@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: D’Alene White
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Defense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:34:41 AM
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Sincerely, 
D'Alene White
Lincoln City, OR









From: Coles Jennings
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:27:45 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1. remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
2. replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that


prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


3. remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
4. place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law


firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:colesjennings@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Patti Viscardi
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:03:06 AM


To Whom It May Concern


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE
should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing
with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


Sincerely
Patricia Viscardi, Registered Voter
3118 37th Ter E
Bradenton, FL 34208



mailto:barondarby@yahoo.com
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From: Edie Schaffer
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:33:36 AM


I write in opposition to OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as it is currently
drafted. 


I urge OGE to make the following revisions:
- Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional. Compliance
should be required. 
- Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a five-year recusal requirement preventing
cash donors from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or industries in
which they have a substantial interest. 
- Make nonprofit charities on the same footing as large law firms by permitting them to retain
legal counsel for whistleblowers. 
- Remove the example involving an accused sexual harasser, which is extremely offensive. 


Thank you. 
Edie Schaffer


____
Edie Schaffer, JD, CEM
M: 415-999-2011
H: 415-337-9735
Edie.Schaffer@gmail.com



mailto:edie.schaffer@gmail.com
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From: ankapp@comcast.net
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:26:59 AM
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Sent from my iPhone
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From: sophie brennan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:07:13 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:sophiebrennan@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Rachel Griffin
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:36:09 AM


To Whom it May Concern:


I’m writing to declare my opposition to OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. 


I strongly believe that OGE should do the following:


- Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional


- Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests


-  Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.  


- Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser


Thank you for your time and attention.


Sincerely,


Rachel Griffin
Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328



mailto:runamokprods@verizon.net
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From: Mary Felegy
To: Contact OGE
Subject: “Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:00:58 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers


Thank you,
Mary Felegy


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:fairgame@optonline.net
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From: Jason Todd
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:01:51 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Jason Todd


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:jason.todd620@gmail.com
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From: Deb Moskyok
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:26:58 AM


Dear OGE,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as 
drafted. OGE should: - remove the exception that makes 
compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year 
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from 
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or 
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual 
harasser; and - place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) 
on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire 
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Debra J. Moskyok 



mailto:moskyok@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Rachel Valletta
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:15:36 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE
should:


1) remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


2) replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or
regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


3) remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and, 


4) place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


-- 
Rachel D. Valletta, Ph.D.



mailto:rachel.valletta@gmail.com
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From: June Covington
To: Contact OGE
Subject: “Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:14:52 AM


I am a US citizen and believe government leaders must be transparent about all financial


transactions. Therefore, I agree with the statement below.


June Covington 


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that


prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting


them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 


and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on anequal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal
counsel for whistleblowers. 
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From: Belinda Hantout
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:06:05 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Just think, with ethics like this proposed rule, who needs an Office of Government Ethics?


Please, don’t make ethics meaningless!


Thank you.


Sincerely,


Belinda Hantout


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Justin Gorinson
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:22:32 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Best regards,


Justin



mailto:justingorinson@gmail.com
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From: Betty Young
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:31:36 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1) remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional;
2) replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
3) remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
and
4) place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing
with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


I have worked for state government for 30+ years and can’t even accept a cup of coffee from a
company regulated by my agency. Ethics aren’t optional. 


Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From: Kathryn Marshall
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:38:19 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


We must continue to protect our democracy from such opportunistic corruption.


Thank you,
Kathryn Marshall


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:kathryncmarshall@gmail.com
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From: Casey Keene
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:27:45 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:


Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, ploicis or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Casey Keene
3623 Brisban Street, Harrisburg PA 17111



mailto:CaseyKeene@hotmail.com
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From: Gabriel Singer
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:46:39 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


-Gabriel Singer



mailto:gabepsinger@gmail.com
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From: D B
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:17:40 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE
should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing
with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


Sent from my iPad



mailto:dabem115@yahoo.com
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From: Kim Bennett
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:33:37 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should: - remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that 
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or 
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit 
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to 
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Kimberly Bennett
504-657-0559


kim_520@yahoo.com


Falling down is a part of life...getting back up is LIVING!!!



mailto:kim_520@yahoo.com
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From: Sanchez,Katie
To: USOGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:54:34 AM


I oppose the OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE
should:


1)      Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
2)      Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal


requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


3)      Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
4)      Place non-profit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on equal footing with


large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Katie Sanchez
Plymouth, MN
763-300-7509
 


Katie Sanchez
Senior Branch Office Administrator
Edward Jones
5814 Excelsior Blvd
St Louis Park, MN 55416-2830
(952) 926-0931
www.edwardjones.com
 


If you are not the intended recipient of this message (including attachments) or if you have received this message in error, immediately
notify us and delete it and any attachments.


If you do not wish to receive any email messages from Edward Jones, excluding administrative communications, please email this
request to Opt-Out@edwardjones.com from the email address you wish to unsubscribe.


For important additional information related to this email, visit www.edwardjones.com/disclosures/email.html. Edward D. Jones &
Co., L.P. d/b/a Edward Jones, 12555 Manchester Road, St. Louis, MO 63131 © Edward Jones. All rights reserved.
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From: Jaimie Brunet
To: Contact OGE
Subject: PROPOSED RULE: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:57:44 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Jaimie Brunet 



mailto:jaimiebrunet@gmail.com
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From: Jane Hendrix
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:44:20 AM
Attachments: image.png


Jane Hendrix
Chicago, IL



mailto:janehendrix64@gmail.com
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From: Jacob Combs
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:07:29 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


-remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
-remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal  footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:jacob.d.combs@gmail.com
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From: Rose Strogatz
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:07:26 AM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Ogie Strogatz
Walnut Creek CA 94597


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Victoria Vakiener
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation [RIN 3209-AA50]
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:30:08 AM


I oppose the OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with
the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a
broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on
an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Victoria Vakiener
Massachusetts 


Get Outlook for iOS
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From: sfmikek
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:41:30 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the 
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents 
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the 
industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit charities 
(501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal 
counsel for whistleblowers.


Thanks - Michael



mailto:sfmikek@gmail.com
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From: Kim Lewandowski
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:09:37 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely, 


Kim Lewandowski
147 Florida Avenue 
Portsmouth VA 23707
kim@lewandowski.net 
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From: john barkingdog9.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 11:39:46 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed leagal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should
-Remove the section that makes compliance optional


-Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5 year recusal requirement.


-Remove the example of a sexual offender


- Make sure nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) have equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel to defend whistleblowers
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From: Judy Singletary
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:30:02 AM


I am dismayed at several of the proposed legal expense fund regulations in their current draft
form. Let me be even more clear, I am opposed to this draft because of the following
provisions and how it must be improved prior to being adopted.


1) Remove the example of involving an accused sexual harasser.
2) Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal basis with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
3) Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or or the industries in which they have substantial interests.
4) Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation 


Judy Singletary
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From: EMILE LEGAULT
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:16:04 AM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the


regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-


year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts


from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting


them or the industries in which they have substantial


interests;


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual


harasser; and


place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an


equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire


legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Tell OGE to say no to optional government ethics. If we’re ever going to root out


corruption and hold those in power accountable for unethical practices, it won’t


happen by giving them the ability to opt out.


-- 
Emile "Max" Legault
Financial Navigators, Inc.
IT Services Manager
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From: jspears73@aol.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Friday, June 17, 2022 10:04:52 AM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1. Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.
2. Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement with a broader
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial inerests.
3. Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser.
Placee nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations on an equal footing with large firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


Thank you,


Tena Spears
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